Introduction
• Legacy software 000009* PROGRAM TITLE: 000010* DATE CREATED: JULY 1979 000011* AUTHOR: UNKNOWN 000012* DESCRIPTION:
• Common -In 2006, 70% of all transaction systems were written in COBOL
Introduction (2)
• Modernization -Motivations
• High cost to operate legacy system • Impossible to keep the legacy system up-to-date • Lack of qualified staff -New system or integrate legacy with new system
• Need for requirements -Many requirements buried in the source code -Recovering business rules major issue
• Recent survey from Software AG: 51% of companies who have difficulties modernizing said that a major issue are "hard-coded and closed business rules"
• Objective -How to recover business rules from legacy source code? 
Legacy Systems
• They handle and process a large amount of data.
• They have a large user base.
• They involve many business rules linked to legislation, agreements, processes, etc. • Many business rules are not accurate anymore and require external error and exception processing because of the difficulty to improve and update such system. • The maintenance of the system often involves changes related to business rules.
• The source code is available -most developments "in-house".
Stakeholders
• Two main classes of the stakeholders are involved with business rules: -Legacy system maintainers
• Fix bugs and implement new rules.
• Need to understand the business rules they are affecting and the execution paths to a specific business rule -Business analysts 
System wide navigation
• Keyword indexing -Identifiers, comments and COBOL locations are converted to keywords and indexed
Conclusions
• Business Rules: major element in legacy software modernization -For system maintainers and business analysts • Possible to extract business rules from legacy source code • Novelty -output is targeted at business analysts -the business rules translated into non-technical terms.
• Positive early feedback from business analysts about the value and understandability of the information extracted
